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1, The outline
It is important for the sample position comes to the beam center and the center of

the scattering angle when experiment of the neutron scattering. Especially, it is very
difficult to observe the confirmation of sample position after set up a sample in to the
furnace or a cryostat only using a proportional detector. It is very handiness for such
as observation that the distribution of neutron penetration intensity as an image.

2, The light converter
The neutron detector changes neutron into the electric signal and measures it.

The typical neutron detector includes BF3 detector, He detector. The BF3 detector

uses a nuclear reaction by the 10BF3 gas which is shown next and detect a particle

and lithium particle.

n -+l He +] Li + 2.78Mev

The He detector uses a nuclear reaction by 3He gas for the pulse of a proton, triton
with kinetic energy.

He +\ n ->j H +\ H + 765kev

The neutron scintillatior is using solid type 6LiF.

I Li +l n-*\ He+\ H + 4.78 Afev

To make stick to the surface of the film, the form of solid is good. 6Li is a stable

isotope and is used in the form of 6Li2CO3, 6LiCU 6LiF. The containing molecule

quantity of 6Li, too, is big, and 6LiF is safe chemical-ly and is stable. The conversion

from the neutron to the photon, two steps must be passed through, a particle is

radiated by the reaction of 6Li and into the phosphor of ZnS(Ag) then radiate the
photon and exposes a film. There are many kinds of the phosphor and these are
different radiation photon energy, too. We chose ZnS(Ag) which has a peak to 450
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nm according to the photon energy (the wavelength ) sensitivity of the Polaroid Land
film. The number of the photons of which neutron in to converter and it occurs is
given by the following next formula.

I = K - 0 t h - £ - E a - C / h v (1)

I : The number of the photons for the unit an area which is radiated from
the converter

0 th : Incident neutron flax 1 x 108 (n/m2/sec)

E : Radiation efficiency of a particle by the incident neutron 0.05

E a: Energy of radiation a particle 4.9 (Mev)

K : Light-emitting efficiency of phosphor 0.05

C : The photon penetration efficiency of the converter 0.1

h : Planck constant 6.582173 x 10'22 (Mev s)

v : Mean frequency of photon = light speed/wave length 6.66222 x l

Neutron into the 6Li , a-ray of 4.9 Mev is radiated for the (n, a) reaction. After that,

the a -ray has a collision with ZnS(Ag) and iradiate 450nm photons. The quantity of

the radiated photon can be calculated from formula-1. The number of the irradiated

photon is 2.8 x 1011(photon/m2/sec). It is possible to estimate.

3, Mixing of 6LiF and ZnS(Ag)
It is important selection of the grain size and mixing ratio at the neutron camera. We
couldn't make a reagent directly by our self when buying a reagent it required a fine
particle type. It used the 6LiF for the percent of the 6Li concentration is 95.616 atm%
which is made by the Tomiyama medicine industry corporation. We used ZnS(Ag) of
TYPE P22-B1 which is made by the reforming oneself Optonics corporation. The
most of high sensitive mixing weight ratio is 1 6LiF 4 ZnS(Ag).

4, Choice of the binder
To apply onto the aluminum plate after mixing 6LiF and ZnS(Ag), the binder must

be chosen.
The binder must be following next condition.

CD As for the binder, the bonding power is high to the aluminum plate.

(D High ability of transparency.
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(3) Don't do a reagent and a chemical reaction.

© When becoming solid, not be transformed.

We used the acrylic resin family that dries up fast.

5, The choice of the camera and the film
Generally, the close-section of the collimator is within 50 by 50 mm for the device of

neutron scattering. The sample size has diameter 30mm $ .and about 40 mm height

with the large-sized sample. To take feeble light the photograph, then we select the
type of 667 high sensitive Polaroid film ISO 3000 (compatible: Fuji film FP-3000B SS)
and this size is 72 mm of horizontal and 95 mm of vertical. It is enough to take the
penetration image of the sample the photograph. Therefore, it used the M405 film
folder that it is possible to do the development processing of a 667-type Polaroid film
for the body of the neutron camera.

6S The manufacturing
A neutron camera is composed of each of the following parts.

© The Polaroid Land film folder: M405 film folder

(D The neutron incidence and the shield the light plate : The aluminum plate (95

mm of vertical, 140 mm of the sides and 2 mm thickness )

(3) Neutron to light converter material application plate : The aluminum plate(72

mm of vertical, 95 mm of the horizontal and 3 mm thickness)
A camera schematic is shown in figure 1.

Fjg-i Neutron Camera
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7, The way of using
This neutron camera hasn't a shutter, the user operates in the opening and shutting

an incident beam by hand using a Cd plate or B4C rubber plate and so on take a
photograph. In the measurement time in case of penetration photography, it depends
on the sample material as well in the crystal growth condition photography, it
becomes short time but it is necessary to decide optionally.

8, The used result
We took a neutron photograph for set a Cd plate with 1 mm width to the center of the
aluminum stick with 6 mm thickness and 3 mm width that collimation used the
neutron beam of 0.3 degrees in about 2 x105 (n/cm2/sec) and the measurement time
was about 0.2 seconds.
As a result, it confirmed that the lines of aluminum could be seen.
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